
Auditions:   

August 12th, 5-7PM     

Callbacks:   

August 14th, 5-7PM     

Rehearsal Location:  

Starlight Studios 

505 W Grant Line Road 

Tracy, CA 95376  

Fees: $240 (or 2 payments of $150)  

 

Rehearsals: Thursdays 5:40-7:10PM, 

from Aug 22nd- Dec 12th  

Tech Rehearsals:  Dec 16th - 18th  

Dress Rehearsal: Dec 19th  

Performances (at Kimball High):  

Dec 20th – 21st (4 shows) 

Family Volunteer Hours: 15+ hours

 

What will my child be learning and doing during this production? Students involved with 

our program will learn about all aspects of theater and the performing arts. From the physical 

aspects theater such as acting, singing, and dancing, to the behind the scenes aspects such as 

sets, lights, and props. The production will finish with a full show performed by the students 

involved.  

When are rehearsals and how often are they scheduled? Rehearsals are scheduled on 

Thursdays, 5:40-7:10PM.  See conflict calendar.  

What if I have a conflict? All known conflicts at this time need to be noted on your conflict 

calendar. Conflicts will not be accepted during the last nine days of rehearsal or during the 

performances.  Filling out your conflict calendars accurately help us to choose our leads and 

ensemble participants.  If you have more than 3 absences, it may be necessary to re-evaluate 

priorities.  

 Once cast in a show, who do I go to with questions about the production?  We would like 

to free up the directors to focus in crafting this production so all questions on any aspect of the 

show should be directed to our front desk or Allison Fuhrer at starlight_studios@hotmail.com or 

209-643-3522.  

How am I expected to participate as a parent? Volunteers are an essential component of 

each show. Volunteers are depended upon to accomplish much of the production workload. 

Both you and your child have roles in a production. For example, a typical show has a total of 

about 100+ hours of volunteer time divided among the families of all cast members. A minimum 

of 15 volunteer hours are required per family. Sign up sheets will be available during auditions 

and the first day of rehearsals.

 

 

 

mailto:starlight_studios@hotmail.com


Areas available to volunteer for: 

Choose ONE from EACH list

• Set/Prop Design and Construction – Class will meet once a week for 12 weeks, Class 

will run for 2-3 hours each week. More info to come. No experience required!    

• Costume Design and Construction – Class will meet once a week for 12 weeks. Class 

will run for 2-2.5 hours each week. More info to come. No experience required. 

• Tech/Set Crew – Class will meet twice before leading into tech rehearsals, dress 

rehearsal, and all four shows. More info to come. No experience required.  

 

 

• Tech Rehearsal Supervision – Become the adult presence and helping with snacks 

• Photography Liaison – Coordinate sitting times for optional cast member’s portraits. 

Attend photography sessions and be available as needed  

• Backstage Supervision – Assist with cast member preparations, behavior, noise control 

and meeting cues at the proper time  

• Ushers – Welcome and direct members of the audience to their assigned seats, assist 

audience members during the show, and monitor the lobby during the show  

• Lobby Decor and Concessions – decorating and selling merchandise and refreshments 

in the lobby.  

 

What happens during tech week? All families should keep your schedule open for tech week.  

You will be asked to help in the supervision of the kids, props & set, costumes, hair, makeup, 

move out, clean up, lobby supervision, etc.  You will receive a schedule 2-4 week before the 

performance with your work schedule.  Strike or Move Out will be Saturday night after the last 

show and all families will be helping with Strike.  

What to expect on audition day? Our auditions are what would be considered “Placement” 

auditions. Everyone who enrolls in the program, will receive a part (unless there are too many 

conflicts on your conflict calendar). This process is just to give out students a chance to see 

what it’s like to audition and to give our staff a chance to get to know each student and what 

roles they would be best in. The total audition process may take a two to three hours.  

1) Register on our online system (www.tracystars.com), you will then receive your 

registration packet which is due when you audition. All forms must be completed. The 

purpose of the conflict calendar is to ensure expectations are set between the performer, 

the performer's family and this production. Each performer should have their picture on 

the audition packet and will be given a nametag. At this time, all forms and fees will be 

collected.   

2) Performers will do an audition warm up as a group.  

3) Individuals will then have an opportunity to perform a prepared monologue. 

4) There will be a parent meeting during the auditions to cover all expectations/questions. 

5) Callbacks will be held on a separate day for those called to read for specific roles before 

we make our final casting decisions.  

 

http://www.tracystars.com/


 
Children skate on a pond. Charlie Brown and Linus leave their homes to join in the fun, but on 
the way they stop to discuss Charlie Brown's ambivalence towards Christmas. When they 
arrive,  
 
Charlie Brown checks his mailbox for Christmas cards, but finds none. He sarcastically thanks 
Violet for the card she sent. The kids catch snowflakes on their tongues bowling over tin cans 
with snowballs. After watching for a while, Linus forms his blanket into a sling and knocks off the 
can. 
 
Charlie Brown visits Lucy at the psychiatrist's desk. He tells Lucy he's depressed and is worried 
that he should be happy at Christmastime. Lucy suggests a series of phobias he might have; 
Charlie Brown thinks he has panophobia, the fear of everything. Lucy suggests he needs to be 
more involved and that he start by directing the school Christmas play. 
 
Snoopy, meanwhile, begins decorating his house (with the help of Woodstock and his buddies) 
in hopes of winning cash in a lights and display contest, and Sally writes her letter to Santa, 
suggesting that money would be a satisfactory alternative. Charlie Brown is upset with their 
commercial focus. 
 
When Charlie Brown arrives at the auditorium, the kids are rehearsing their play, which consists 
entirely of music and dancing. They're very concerned about Charlie Brown's ability to direct. As 
he tries to explain his directing strategy, the kids gradually stop listening and return to their 
dance. Lucy, as script girl, hands out scripts and costumes: an innkeeper, a shepherd, a wise 
man. Snoopy, as the only animal. He then imitates Lucy as she gives orders, much to her 
annoyance. Frieda and Pig Pen are ambivalent about their parts as innkeeper and wife. Sally is 
assigned to be Linus' wife, to her joy. Lucy, however, is worried about her part as the Christmas 
Queen. The kids continue to insist on music and dancing, so Charlie Brown suggests a 
Christmas tree as a good prop. Lucy wants a big aluminum tree. Charlie Brown and Linus go to 
a find a tree, and visit a glamorous tree lot with aluminum trees in all kinds of colors. But Charlie 
Brown chooses a tiny shrub with almost no needles. 
 
Back at the auditorium, Schroeder wants to play Beethoven for the play. Lucy disagrees, so 
Schroeder tries a jazzy number. Snoopy starts dancing to it, but both Lucy and Schroeder glare 
at him until he slinks away. Lucy requests Jingle Bells instead, and Schroeder tries several 
variants before finding one she likes. At that point, Charlie Brown and Linus return with their 
tree, which is universally derided as too small and ugly. Charlie Brown decides he doesn't 
understand what Christmas is all about, so Linus recites the Christmas Story from the book of 
Luke in the Bible. "That's what Christmas is all about, Charlie Brown," he says. 
 
Charlie Brown takes his tree and leaves. The other kids follow. Charlie Brown intends to 
decorate his tree beautifully and bring it back for the play. He takes an ornament from Snoopy's 
prize winning decorations, but when he puts it on his tree the branch droops all the way to the 
ground. In frustration, he walks away. The other kids then gather around the tree and decorate it 
with Snoopy's decorations. When they make it look nice, they begin singing, and Charlie Brown 
returns. "Merry Christmas, Charlie Brown!" everyone yells, and they all break into "Hark, the 
Herald Angels Sing”. 

 



  

Casting Cast Size: Flexible 

Cast Type: Children  

Dance Requirements: Minimal 

 
Charlie Brown is the central protagonist. He is gentle, insecure, and lovable. He possesses 

significant determination and hope but frequently fails because of his insecurities, outside 

interference, or plain bad luck. While he can be smart, he over-thinks things and this often gives him 

a tendency to procrastinate. 

Lucy is a major female character. Her closest friends are Patty and Violet, and she is the elder sister 
of Linus. She is arrogant, bossy, loses her temper easily, wants her way all the time, but can be 
surprisingly kind and insightful. 

Linus is Lucy’s brother. Linus always means well and tries to smooth over any storms that arise 
amongst the gang. One of his sources of frustration is his sister Lucy, who always belittles him, 
particularly over his security blanket. He is Charlie Brown's best friend. 

Snoopy is the pet beagle of Charlie Brown (his best friend) who cares for him. Snoopy is loyal, 
funny, imaginative and good-natured. He is also a genuinely happy dog. He is the leader of 
Woodstock and his birdy gang. He may not speak in the show, but he is full of loud character.  

Sally is the younger sister of Charlie Brown. On one hand, she is friendly, cute, silly and innocent. 
However, she can be lazy, naive, obsessive, greedy, insecure, and sometimes even self-centered 
and manipulative. She is hopelessly in love with Linus though he does not feel the same way.  

Schroeder is distinguished by his precocious skill at playing the piano, as well as by his love of 
classical music and the composer Ludwig van Beethoven in particular. Another distinguishing 
character trait of Schroeder is his constant refusal of Lucy's love. 

Frieda, is one of Lucy’s friends. She is known for being vain concerning her appearance and can be 
easily annoyed. She is known for her “naturally curly hair”.  

Violet is close friends with Lucy and Patty. Violet's most consistent personality trait is that she tends 
to be a bit of a snob and critical of others. She is oftentimes being very self-conscious of her 
appearance and status. 

Patty is close friends with Lucy and Violet. She is a follower and copies the snobbery of Violet and 
bossiness of Lucy.  

Pig-Pen is a supporting male character and is best known as the character with a cloud of dirt that 
constantly surrounds his body and follows him. Though he is quiet and reserved, he will stand up for 
himself and is confident in who he is.  

Shermy is a jaded kid that is tired always getting cast as the same role in every Christmas program, 
a shepherd.  

Narrators (3) – Dressed as children, the narrators follow the story, giving words to Charlie Brown 
and his thought process throughout the show.  



Birdies (including Woodstock) are Snoopy’s somewhat helpful sidekicks. The are funny and 
outgoing. Though extremely zealous, a little absent-minded.  

Other Children – Whether ice skating, dancing, throwing snowballs, or laughing at Charlie Brown, 
these characters stay busy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


